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1 Executive summary
Removing nuclear warheads from their weapon systems, withdrawing warheads and other
weapons from their operational bases, and relocating those warheads to central storage and the
dismantlement queue are all steps along the path the elimination of nuclear weapons. This, in
fact, is how most of the nuclear reductions have been carried out to date. While some reductions
undertaken by Russia and the United States were part of bilateral disarmament treaties, the
largest decrease in the number of operational nuclear weapons was a result of unilateral voluntary
decisions. The United States and Russia significantly reduced the number of non-strategic nuclear
weapons as part of the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives and other unilateral steps. The United
Kingdom and France substantially reduced their nuclear arsenals as well.
As a result of all these steps, nuclear weapons are currently deployed in the fewest number of
places since the early years of the Cold War. This is a remarkable achievement that can serve as a
basis for further progress in nuclear disarmament. The steps that remove nuclear weapons from
military bases, weapon systems, territories or entire Sates could be an important tool of building
trust and confidence, reducing the role of nuclear weapons in international security, and creating
conditions for deeper nuclear reductions. The key premise of this study is that if the result of these
steps—the absence of nuclear weapons—can be verified, their value in the nuclear disarmament
process would greatly increase.
This study describes an arrangement for verifying the absence of nuclear weapons and
infrastructure for their deployment. A framework centred on absence does not require reliable
chain of custody, access to sensitive data, or the creation of trusted information barriers, which
are among the most complex and daunting problems associated with nuclear disarmament
verification. Furthermore, an arrangement to verify the absence of nuclear weapons can employ
tools and techniques otherwise unavailable when the presence of nuclear weapons is a possibility.
The core of the verification arrangement proposed in this report draws upon the use of key
elements of existing New START arrangements, with modifications that can expand its applicability
to a wider range of removal scenarios. This includes inspection provisions that can confirm the
physical absence of weapons on missiles at bases, and radiation detection techniques that can
determine the non-nuclear status of inspected objects. Adapted procedures with managed access
could confirm the absence of weapons in storage facilities or the elimination of the infrastructure
for permanent deployment or storage of nuclear weapons. The arrangement could also include
procedures to confirm the conversion of nuclear-capable weapon systems.
The proposed arrangement could provide a high degree of assurance in the absence of nuclear
weapons within a certain territory or on a class of weapon systems. The implementation of such
measures, especially if implemented in combination, could provide the appropriate verification
that nuclear weapons have been removed. These measures could be introduced gradually and
applied provisionally as a transparency and confidence-building measure. For instance, some
nuclear-armed States may want to confirm that old military nuclear facilities have been
dismantled, and States in nuclear-sharing arrangements may wish to demonstrate the absence of
nuclear weapons formerly deployed on their territory. The arrangement could also be used as part
of more formal arms control and disarmament measures, for instance removal of non-strategic
nuclear weapons from operational bases or prohibition of nuclear-armed cruise missiles.
It is universally acknowledged that robust verification will be a crucial element of the nuclear
disarmament process. An arrangement that verifies the absence of nuclear weapons—as
1

presented in this study—can become a valuable element of the verification toolkit that supports
this process and help propel it forward. It could also be key to a range of policy initiatives that
would demonstrate that practical disarmament measures are possible in the short- and mediumterm, creating the conditions for more comprehensive measures in the long term.
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2 Introduction
There has been much progress in nuclear disarmament since 1986 and the height of the Cold War,
when the global stockpile reached its peak of more than 70,000 warheads. The most dramatic
reductions have been linked to arms control measures involving the United States and Russia; they
include the bilateral Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties (START in 1990, New START in 2010) and
the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives (PNIs, 1991–92). France and the United Kingdom have also
dramatically reduced their nuclear arsenals. Four nuclear-armed States—France, Russia, the
United Kingdom and the United States—adhere to a moratorium on fissile material production for
weapons; China is believed to have stopped such production as well.1 A significant amount of
weapon-usable fissile material has been eliminated or disposed of.
The record on containing the spread of nuclear weapons, however, is mixed. Today, nine States
have nuclear weapons with some continuing to produce fissile material, possibly with a view to
expanding their arsenals. It is estimated that there are about 14,500 nuclear warheads in
existence, with approximately 9,300 of them in active military stockpiles (the rest are awaiting
dismantlement). Of these, some 3,750 warheads are deployed with operational forces.2 In recent
years, progress in nuclear reductions has slowed, owing, in part, to a greater complexity of the
issues associated with deeper cuts. Still, nuclear disarmament remains a universally shared goal,
even if States differ about the best way to achieve it.
Achieving deeper reductions of nuclear arsenals and eventual elimination of nuclear weapons will
require coordinated efforts across many different areas of the nuclear disarmament landscape.
In driving such efforts, States will need to move to establish credible, reliable, and accurate
verification techniques and arrangements. This remains one of the key challenges in nuclear arms
control and disarmament, as it is universally agreed that robust verification will be an essential
element of the nuclear disarmament process. It is well understood that a comprehensive
verification system should cover all steps of the nuclear disarmament process, including warhead
dismantlement and disposition of fissile materials.3 However, past verification arrangements have
centred on delivery vehicles; warhead elimination to date “has only been carried out under
conditions that are strictly controlled and overseen by national authorities.”4 In recent years there
have been a number of high-profile international cooperative programs that aimed to address the
technical and institutional questions linked to the multilateral verification of warhead
dismantlement—the International Partnership on Nuclear Disarmament Verification (IPNDV), the
Quad Nuclear Verification Partnership, and the joint U.S.-U.K. project on technical cooperation in
arms control among others. Although these projects have made significant progress in addressing
the issue, it has also become clear that there are still challenges that must be addressed. Most of
these challenges are linked to the sensitive nature of nuclear weapons, which requires protecting
the information about weapon design and composition of fissile materials contained in them. Even
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the initial step of disclosing the data on the number of nuclear weapons and their locations could
presents a significant barrier on the way toward disarmament.
Yet, there are a number of meaningful steps toward nuclear disarmament that do not involve
verified dismantlement of nuclear warheads. While the elimination of warheads and weaponusable fissile material represent the final stage of the process, it is critical to examine other actions
along this way that would most likely precede it and that could make the dismantlement
arrangements easier to implement. Such actions could include the removal of nuclear warheads
from delivery vehicles and withdrawal of warheads and nuclear-capable delivery systems from
operational military bases or entire territories. Further steps could include dismantlement of the
infrastructure that could support long-term nuclear weapons deployment and elimination or
conversion of nuclear-capable delivery vehicles and launchers. This, in fact, is how most of the
nuclear reductions have been carried out to date. The key premise of this study is that if the result
of these steps—the absence of nuclear weapons—can be verified, their value in the nuclear
disarmament process would greatly increase.
This study considers arrangements that would verify the absence of nuclear weapons or nuclearcapable delivery systems or launchers in various nuclear disarmament scenarios. We conclude that
the removal of weapons can be done in a verifiable manner and that the process can be designed
in a way that avoids dealing with issues of reliable chain of custody, access to sensitive data, or
information barriers that are usually among the most complex problems associated with warhead
dismantlement and elimination. We believe that it is possible to chart a path toward nuclear
disarmament that would rely primarily on gradual withdrawal of nuclear weapons from operations
and that would therefore avoid dealing with the warhead dismantlement process and the many
technical and political problems associated with it. In the short-term, this approach could be used
in a range of nuclear disarmament scenarios, whether as part of a formal treaty or as a measure
that builds confidence and reduces the dangers associated with nuclear weapons. These scenarios
might include zero-deployed non-strategic weapons in Europe, denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula, or elimination of nuclear cruise missiles.
The next section of the report (Section 3) describes the proposed verification approach in the
context of nuclear disarmament, scenarios where it can be used, and then examines various steps
that would be involved in the process of nuclear weapons removal. Section 4 considers historical
experience with verifying the absence of nuclear weapons or nuclear-capable delivery systems.
The final section of the report (Section 5) describes elements of practical arrangements that would
verify the absence of nuclear weapons.
It should be noted that the basic outline of the arrangement described here is based primarily on
the operational practices and disarmament experience of Russia and the United States. We
believe there is no reason why it cannot be applied to other States as well, although some
adjustments may be necessary.

4

3 Verifying absence: overview of the concept
3.1 REMOVAL OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND DISARMAMENT
Removal of nuclear weapons has been an essential component of the nuclear disarmament
process for a long time. For instance, the United States and the Soviet Union retired an entire class
of nuclear weapons under the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty by eliminating
all ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,500 kilometres. In
another prominent example, the Soviet Union withdrew all nuclear weapons from the Warsaw
Pact States, and following the breakup of the Soviet Union, Russia withdrew tactical nuclear
weapons from the former Soviet republics.5 It then arranged the removal of strategic nuclear
weapons from Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine. Under the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives of
1991–1992, the United States removed tactical nuclear weapons deployed in several European
States and South Korea. And under those unilaterally reciprocated commitments, the United
States and Russia also removed all nuclear warheads from entire classes of delivery platforms,
such as surface military ships.
Yet, in none of these cases has the removal of nuclear weapons been fully and directly verified.
The withdrawal of weapons have been either verified indirectly, through the withdrawal or
elimination of delivery systems, or confirmed by circumstantial evidence. The establishment of
verification procedures for confirming the absence of weapons would have significant value,
especially in the existing geopolitical environment.
First, verification can contribute to further cooperation by establishing an atmosphere of trust,
confidence, and mutual understanding. The presence of credible verification enhances the viability
of existing agreements and commitments by ensuring obligations are being upheld. Developing a
broad verification toolkit thus expands the spectrum of possibility for disarmament progress,
providing tangible reference points that can be drawn upon both to strengthen provisions in
existing instruments and shape the contours of future agreements.
Second, a focus on verifying the completion of removal processes essentially seeks to verify the
absence of nuclear weapons. This ‘absence’ approach allows avoidance of the fundamental
conundrum in nuclear disarmament verification. After all, verifying absence does not require
access to nuclear warheads themselves at any stage: production, deployment, storage, transport,
or dismantlement. As such, the approach largely avoids issues of access and sensitive information
surrounding those armaments (though this is not to say that such an approach avoids issue of
access and sensitive information altogether). It should be far more palatable for nuclear-armed
States than disarmament approaches focused on verifying ‘presence’—centred on baseline counts
and monitoring all stages of the process of moving warheads from operational bases to
dismantlement.
Third, verifying absence could be key to policy initiatives that can support a range of approaches
to nuclear disarmament. Certainly, the elimination of nuclear warheads remains the common end
of the process, which explains why dismantlement has become a focal point for many current
disarmament verification programs. An approach based on verifying absence can make the
dismantlement arrangements easier to devise and implement. This is because intermediate arms
5
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reduction steps are necessary to bridge the gap to warhead elimination. Stockpile consolidation,
withdrawal from active service, and removal from States or territories represent such measures.
These actions can also utilize “new modes of verification that could be ad hoc, tailored, and
adaptable to national and regional circumstances.”6 Across these scenarios then, an arrangement
that verifies absence has relevance.

3.2 POSSIBLE REMOVAL SCENARIOS
Verifying the absence of nuclear weapons could help to demonstrate that practical disarmament
measures are possible in the short- and medium-term, reinforcing the nuclear disarmament and
non-proliferation efforts. This section outlines a number of concrete removal scenarios along this
vein. These scenarios could also expand the disarmament conversation beyond the United States
and Russia to include the so-called nuclear umbrella States and non-nuclear-weapon States. This
capacity-building element would enhance the involvement of all States in nuclear disarmament.
3.2.1 Non-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe
Verified removal of U.S. and Russian non-strategic nuclear weapons from operational bases in
Europe could help reduce the danger of conflict and subsequent escalation between NATO and
Russia; it could also ease current tensions. While such tactical weapons have been excluded from
past bilateral arms control treaties, many experts and officials had sought to target them in the
next round of cuts. In fact, in consenting to ratify New START in 2010, the U.S. Senate specified
that the United States should “seek to initiate […] negotiations with the Russian Federation on an
agreement to […] secure and reduce tactical nuclear weapons in a verifiable manner.” 7 One
possible measure that could help address the issue of weapons in Europe may involve
consolidation of all these weapons at central storage facilities, away from operational bases.8 The
approach described in this report can be used to verify that this consolidation process has been
completed.
3.2.2 Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
Recent rapprochement between North and South Korea included an April 2018 declaration
outlining a “common goal of realizing, through complete denuclearization, a nuclear-free Korean
peninsula.”9 While much attention has rightly been focused on North Korea’s weapons program,
verifying the absence of deployed U.S. weapons in South Korea would probably be part of the
denuclearization arrangement as well. As Section 4 details, while removal of U.S. weapons took
place in accordance with the 1991−1992 PNIs, it was only in 2005, in the context of the Six-Party
Talks, that the United States formally affirmed that it had no nuclear weapons on the peninsula.
Yet the issue remains a concern for North Korea, which as a condition for denuclearization in 2016
included calls for the United States to remove nuclear weapons from its bases in South Korea.10
Demonstration of the absence of nuclear weapons at these bases could be an important
confidence-building tool that would help advance the denuclearization talks.
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3.2.3 Elimination of nuclear cruise missiles
Enhanced awareness of the particular risks of nuclear-armed cruise missiles has inspired calls for a
global ban on these weapons.11 These risks were linked, for instance, to the inherent ambiguity of
delivery vehicles that could carry both conventional and nuclear warheads, to their technical
capabilities (e.g. cruise missiles are meant to avoid detection and impossible to recall once
launched), and to the rhetoric by decision-makers surrounding their potential use.12 The targeting
of an entire class of delivery vehicles has precedent in the PNIs and the INF Treaty; the verified
removal of nuclear cruise missiles would address their destabilizing effects and help confirm the
nuclear-armed States’ commitment to arms control and disarmament. Those States that have
tested nuclear-capable cruise missiles could demonstrate the absence of warheads on their
deployed missiles as a confidence-building measure.
3.2.4 Verification in the context of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
Article 2(1)(c) of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) requires each State
party to declare, inter alia, “whether there are any nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
devices in its territory or in any place under its jurisdiction or control”.13 That provision specifically
addresses weapons owned by another State. The treaty does not require such a declaration to be
verified, but it is possible to imagine circumstances in which a State would want to demonstrate to
other States parties that weapons previously stationed on its territory have indeed been
withdrawn.
3.2.5 Strategic elimination of nuclear weapons
The reduction of the role of nuclear weapons, with a view to their ultimate destruction, has been
recognized as an important condition for nuclear disarmament. This process has been described as
“strategic elimination of nuclear weapons” to distinguish it from the physical elimination weapons,
delivery systems, and weapon materials. According to this concept, “nuclear weapons would be
kept in cold storage” as they would no longer be means of national strategy.14 Verifying absence
can allow nuclear-armed States to demonstrate their commitment to this process and push it
forward. In the longer term, “strategic elimination” would entail the disposition of nuclear
components and materials, the transformation of systems to non-nuclear purposes, the
monitoring and regular inspection of converted facilities. Prior to that, however, nuclear-armed
States would need to remove weapons from operational deployment, shift them to storage, and
consolidate existing stockpiles, which is what the verifying absence arrangement is designed to do.
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3.3 WHAT IS THE REMOVAL OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS?
The removal of nuclear weapons could involve a number of different steps carried out sequentially
or in parallel. And each step described below would provide a different level of assurance about
weapons absence, with each possibly requiring its own verification arrangement. These steps are a
subset of measures that would be required to ensure elimination of nuclear weapons, as
illustrated in Table 1.
The starting point for the process is the state in which nuclear weapon systems are deployed in
full readiness to be used. For strategic systems that would mean that nuclear warheads are mated
to missiles, which are installed in their launchers, while bombs or nuclear ALCMs are loaded in the
bomb bay or attached to pylons. Non-strategic systems can be fully deployed as well if bombs are
attached to the aircraft that would deliver them and short-range missiles are loaded onto their
launchers.
In practice, few nuclear weapon systems are in full readiness. It is the standard mode of peacetime
operations only for U.S. and Russian ICBMs, and for most SLBMs.15 For other systems, peacetime
operations would include storing armed weapons, such as missiles or bombs, at the base, ready to
be loaded on their launchers—aircrafts or transporter erector launchers (TELs). 16 Other
deployment arrangements are possible as well. For example, missiles may be installed in their
launchers without nuclear warheads.
The basic weapon removal measure would involve making sure that no nuclear weapons are
deployed, meaning that no weapons are mated to delivery systems and ready for immediate use.
This could be done in a number of ways. Bombs and other air-delivered nuclear weapons could be
moved to a base storage facility, missiles could be removed from their launchers or kept in
launchers without nuclear warheads. Launchers could contain only conventional versions of a
missile, or, if a missile has interchangeable warheads, only conventional warheads would be
installed.
Since in most cases the absence of fully ready nuclear weapons is a normal peacetime operational
practice, a meaningful removal of nuclear weapons would have to include withdrawal of warheads
and other weapons from the bases that support operations of weapon systems. This is particularly
important for non-strategic systems and air-based strategic weapons, but could also be part of the
procedure for ICBMs and SLBMs.
The removal of weapons from operational bases would be a fairly strong step in the direction of
ensuring the absence of deployed nuclear weapons, even though it is relatively easily reversible. In
fact, it appears that this is the operational practice currently adopted by Russia for its nonstrategic nuclear systems. Weapons are stored at a relatively small number of central storage
facilities, but they can be quickly transferred to operational bases and then deployed on their
delivery vehicles.17

15
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Table 1: Status of weapons that corresponds to various stages of removal of
nuclear weapons from operations and their elimination.
STATUS OF WEAPONS

EXAMPLES

Weapons are armed and deployed in/on launchers

U.S and Russian ICBMs in silos or on TELs
SLBMs installed in launch tubes on a submarine
ALCMs or bombs loaded on bombers

Weapons are armed and ready to be deployed, but not in/on
launchers

Bombs and/or armed ALCMs stored at an air basea

Weapons are unarmed

ICBMs in silos or on TELs without warheadsb

Warheads/bombs are in storage at the base

SLBMs in launch tubes without warheadsc
ALCMs stored at an air base with warheads removedd

Warheads/bombs are removed from the base

Russia’s non-strategic weaponse

Warheads and bombs are removed from the base

U.S. Barksdale Air Force Base with B-52H strategic bombersf

Infrastructure for warhead storage is eliminated

Former U.S. and Soviet bases in Europeg

Warheads and bombs removed from the base

U.S. air bases with B-1B bombersh

Infrastructure for warhead storage eliminated
Delivery vehicles and/or launchers converted
Warheads and bombs are in dismantlement queue

About 5000 U.S. and Russian retired warheads and bombsi

Warheads and bombs are dismantled

Older types of warheads

NOTE: Stages shaded blue are considered in this report.
a.

This appears to be the standard peacetime operational status of weapons (bombs and ALCMs) assigned to strategic bombers. It is also the way
the United States deploys its non-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe—gravity bombs are stored in vaults located in aircraft shelters. Hans M.
Kristensen, “Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons”, Federation of American Scientists, Special Report, no. 3 (2012): 17,
https://fas.org/_docs/Non_Strategic_Nuclear_Weapons.pdf.
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Thus, even if nuclear weapons are not permanently deployed at the operational base, they can be
reintroduced there if the base retains the infrastructure that can support weapons deployment.
This suggests that the weapon storage support infrastructure is in itself a very important
capability. One way to limit that capability and ensure the completion of removal activities is to
verify that this infrastructure is eliminated so that operational bases cannot store nuclear
weapons for an extended period of time.
It should be noted that eliminating the infrastructure for maintaining deployment of nuclear
weapons at operational bases would not preclude the possibility of short-term deployment of
nuclear weapons at these bases in an emergency. For example, virtually any air base or any base
with a suitable landing strip can accept aircraft with nuclear weapons on board. This option would
be available as long as a State keeps nuclear weapons and nuclear-capable weapon systems. This
is, however, different from a situation in which a base maintains the capability to host weapons
permanently.
In an arrangement that does not aim to verify the actual dismantlement of nuclear warheads and
weapons, such as the one presented in this study, one can eliminate nuclear capability by focusing
on the delivery vehicles and launchers instead. This approach is at the core of traditional arms
control treaties such as INF, START, and New START. However, it would be difficult to apply this
approach to weapon systems capable of carrying conventional as well as nuclear payloads, which
is the case with some modern weapon systems. Nevertheless, in certain cases it might be possible
to modify a delivery vehicle or launcher to eliminate its capability to carry nuclear weapons and to
do so in a verifiable way. Such conversion would normally be reversible but can still present a
significant barrier to deployment of nuclear weapons as resuming nuclear missions would require
physical modifications of the delivery vehicles and/or launchers, training of the crews, and
certification of the weapon system.
The range of options for removal of nuclear weapons is reasonably broad, as demonstrated by this
overview. None of these measures are truly irreversible, but if they are implemented, especially in
combination, they could provide a strong level of assurance regarding the absence of nuclear
weapons within a certain territory or on a class of delivery vehicles or launchers. It should be
noted that reversibility of the withdrawal process does not necessarily mean that nuclear weapons
could be easily brought back. The reversibility could also play a certain stabilizing role, providing a
hedge that enables progress in disarmament while giving States time to adjust their policies to
new political conditions or indeed to work on changing these conditions to make that hedge
unnecessary or irrelevant.
This approach deliberately does not address the question of what happens to nuclear warheads
and bombs after they are removed from operational bases. This question would become
increasingly relevant as the number of deployed nuclear weapons decreases. However, two
considerations are in order. First, verifying the absence of nuclear weapons is fully compatible
with other approaches to nuclear disarmament. Elements of this approach have already been
implemented in the traditional arms control treaties that are focused on elimination of delivery
systems, such as the INF Treaty or in START, or as part of unilateral disarmament initiatives, such
as PNIs. Neither does it rule out future arrangements that may rely on monitored withdrawal of
weapons from operational bases and their elimination under international control.
More importantly, the approach based on gradual withdrawal of nuclear weapons from
operational status and verified elimination of the capability to re-deploy them might provide an
alternative path toward nuclear disarmament. A situation in which nuclear warheads are
consolidated in a small number of storage facilities and measures are taken to verify their absence
10

outside of these facilities would provide a much more favourable environment for addressing the
issues of warhead dismantlement, reconstitution capabilities, virtual arsenals, and disposition of
fissile materials. Moreover, this approach could be combined with the deferred verification
arrangement that provides a mechanism for verified declarations of the amount of fissile material
in weapons.18 In this case, the most difficult issues related to monitored warhead dismantlement,
such as authentication, chain of custody, and information barriers, could be almost entirely
avoided.
Whether or not the removal of nuclear weapons becomes the central element of the nuclear
disarmament process, it is quite likely that it will be an essential element of any future reductions
of nuclear arsenals. In fact, this has been demonstrated in the past, although, as the next section
details, the process was almost never verified. Adding arrangements to verify the absence of
weapons would add an important element to the set of nuclear disarmament verification tools.
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4 Historical verification experience
Each of the removal steps outlined above has been previously pursued under a range of treaty
obligations and State commitments. As mentioned however, there is limited direct verification
experience attached to these activities. In some instances, proxy measures centring on delivery
vehicles, fissile materials, and/or support facilities have substituted for verification of removal
activities of nuclear warheads and/or weapons. In others, no formal verification processes were
outlined or implemented at all. Despite this, past removal scenarios contribute to a foundation for
verifying absence. They reveal the varied—if limited—means through which verification has been
executed, the steps in the removal process to which such procedures have been applied, and the
corresponding standard of proof for confirmation of those activities. By exploring case examples,
this section highlights the degree to which verifying absence can reduce the spectrum of
uncertainty for the facilitating steps in the nuclear disarmament process.

4.1 ABSENCE OF WEAPONS
4.1.1 The Cuban missile crisis
The removal of nuclear weapons from Cuba following the Cuban Missile Crisis provides probably
the first example of removal of nuclear weapons carried out as part of an agreement that was
partially verified. When the United States and the Soviet Union reached an agreement on
withdrawal of missiles from Cuba, the initial assumption was that the absence of missiles (but not
the nuclear warheads) would be verified by the United Nations.19 However, Cuba objected to any
inspection of its territory,20 and the verification was instead done by U.S. national technical means
(NTM)—watching from air and sea as ships entered and left Cuba.
What the United States did not know was that some Soviet nuclear weapons remained in Cuba
after the ballistic missiles were removed. U.S. President John F. Kennedy had not requested that
all nuclear weapons be removed, only that all offensive weapons be removed, which was
understood by both sides to mean weapons capable of reaching the United States. Nearly one
hundred Soviet short-range tactical nuclear weapons were left behind. The Soviet Union
eventually removed all nuclear weapons, but it was done without any verification.21
The arrangement that ended the Cuban crisis also included a commitment by the United States to
remove its ballistic missiles from Turkey. That withdrawal was completed by the end of April
1963.22 This part of the arrangement was not disclosed at the time and no verification measures
were expected or implemented, although presumably the Soviet Union was able to confirm,
through national technical means or otherwise, that the missiles were removed.
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4.1.2 Post-Soviet States
At the time of its breakup, the Soviet Union had an estimated 35,000 nuclear weapons across its
constituent territories. This included at least 22,000 tactical weapons designed for battlefield use,
and 3,200 strategic nuclear warheads in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus.23 All of these would be
removed from the Warsaw Pact countries and the successor States and returned to Russia over
the course of the following years.24 There were no multilateral verification arrangements in the
withdrawal process and Russia released little information about its progress. In February 1992, for
instance, Ukraine complained it had “no information” about the status of tactical nuclear weapons
removed from its territory.25 Russia announced the completion of the removal and transport
processes in Warsaw Pact countries and former Soviet territories only after the fact.26
The presence of strategic nuclear weapons in Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine complicated the
denuclearization process, as those items fell under START provisions. While the START treaty did
not enter into force until 1994, the 1992 Lisbon Protocol—accompanied by letters of intent—
brought these three countries into the START framework and committed them to eliminate their
treaty-accounted strategic launchers within a seven-year period. However, the verification
procedures of START—explored later—centred on delivery vehicles; it was assumed that warheads
were removed in the process. The Lisbon Protocol did not entail discussion about how warhead
removal might take place in the former Soviet territories, let alone how that process might be
verified.
The post-Soviet cases illustrate practical considerations in verifying removal. Sticking points
concerned external access to the process (Ukraine for instance pushed for the involvement of
international experts) and resources (including financial responsibility for transport and
compensation for weapons return). Bilateral agreements, including the Massandra Accords with
Ukraine, left Russia unilaterally responsible for transport and warhead disassembly, yet one
outcome was an information deficit that surfaced between the weapons owner and the host
State. 27 The transport process was not a complete black box. The removal of weapons and
weapons-usable materials from Ukraine was reported to the United States through the
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program; in addition, the United States was involved in the 1994
Trilateral Statement and Annex, which allowed Ukrainian experts to monitor the process of
warhead shipment to Russia.28 Still, a number of post-Soviet States expressed concerns about the
whereabouts of their withdrawn weapons.29
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4.1.3 U.S. weapons in Europe and South Korea
The post-Soviet context marked a situation in which newly independent States acquiesced to the
return of nuclear weapons stationed on their territories. Yet the withdrawal process from a State
or territory can also be an entirely unilateral decision by the nuclear-armed State.30 For instance,
as part of the President Nuclear Initiatives, George H. W. Bush in 1991 pledged to “bring home and
destroy all of our nuclear artillery shells and short-range ballistic missile warheads.”31 For the
United States, this involved its tactical nuclear weapons deployed in Europe and South Korea. The
subsequent detachment of warheads, removal from weapon systems, and/or consolidation of its
stockpiles lacked any verification mechanisms—even the limited and irregular means present in
the post-Soviet cases.
In December 1991, South Korean President announced that the United States had completed
withdrawal of weapons from South Korea. At the time, the United States did not officially confirm
that information, but did not deny it either.32 Subsequently, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for
Arms Control Stephen Rademaker stated in an interview that the United States had completed
dismantlement of the warheads formerly stationed in South Korea in 2003, in accordance with the
PNIs.33 The Joint Statement of the Fourth Round of Six-Party Talks in 2005 also included an
affirmation by the United States that it had “no nuclear weapons on the Korean Peninsula.”34
These seem to echo the post-Soviet cases wherein announcements after the fact by government
or military officials stand as the standard of proof for any such process.
Some information concerning the removal of U.S. nuclear weapons deployed overseas was
incomplete. While the U.S. Department of Energy provided information on the numbers of
warheads withdrawn and eliminated under PNIs, there were discrepancies. For instance, the
number of Lance missile warheads claimed destroyed exceeded the number first declared to exist
by U.S. officials in 1991.35 In other cases, information has been absent altogether. The United
States did not confirm the removal of deployed weapons in Greece and the United Kingdom, nor
the consolidation of stockpiles in Germany. These removals were revealed by independent
researchers.36
The PNIs are not the only instance of unverified nuclear weapons removal.37 It is notable that
Rademaker in the aforementioned interview noted “considerable concern” regarding the
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fulfilment of PNI commitments by the Russian side.38 The lack of precise accounting has arguably
undermined the disarmament activity itself. When North Korea outlined its denuclearization policy
in July 2016, it specified as a basic condition that the United States publicly disclose its nuclear
weapons in South Korean bases and remove and verify their absence.39 The value of removal
verification mechanisms even in unilateral contexts is readily apparent, especially in light of
shifting global dynamics and the evolving proliferation threat.

4.2 ELIMINATION OF NUCLEAR-CAPABLE SYSTEMS
4.2.1 The INF Treaty
The United States and Russia have extensive experience with treaties dealing with delivery
vehicles as a means to reduce warheads. Unlike the withdrawal processes discussed above, legal
instruments in this removal step have encompassed elaborate verification systems that centre
almost exclusively on delivery vehicles. The first of these was the 1987 INF Treaty, in which both
sides committed to the elimination of all ground-launched and cruise missiles, nuclear and
conventional, with a range between 500 and 5,500 kilometres (it became a multilateral treaty
following the breakup of the Soviet Union).
The INF Treaty was a ground-breaking arms control and disarmament instrument, both in terms of
substance and procedure. It included two long protocols, one focused on procedures governing
the elimination of the relevant missile systems and one focused on the on-site inspections at the
heart of its verification system. It was the first arms control instrument to contain verification
mechanisms beyond national technical means.
The INF’s extensive system of on-site inspections (at all missile operating bases, support facilities
other than production facilities and elimination facilities) comprised the bulk of the instrument.
Baseline inspections allowed the creation of an inventory that would become the reference point
for elimination procedures. Continuous portal monitoring, missile elimination and base close-out
inspections allowed each side to verify that the other side was upholding their obligations. Base
close-out procedures in particular have applicability to the arrangement presented in this study. In
addition, the treaty is also one of the few to implicitly require the elimination of nuclear
infrastructure, as it specified that no “support structures or support equipment shall be
possessed” three years after its entry into force.40 The elimination of these structures took place in
situ, with the process again subject to verification through on-site inspection.
4.2.2 START and New START
The inspection-based verification model created by the INF Treaty inspired what is arguably the
most successful arms control and disarmament instruments to date; the Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaties (START in 1991, New START in 2010). Both of them committed the United States and
Russia to reduce their strategic nuclear missile launchers and associated warheads. Again, both
treaties verified only limits in launchers, rather than the number of warheads possessed by each
State.
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Figure 1

An aerial view of the Royal Air Force Greenham Common, United Kingdom in 1989. The base was used for deployment of
nuclear ground-launched cruise missiles. It was closed in 1993 and subsequently designated as public parkland. The site was
subsequently used to film scenes for one of the “Star Wars” movies. Source: U.S. Department of Defense via picryl.com.

The 1991 START expanded the verification toolkit by adding new dimensions to the INF model.
Baseline information was predicated on data exchanges and notifications and confirmed by 12
types of on-site inspections (including at ICBM bases, submarine bases, and air bases). These
inspections made assumptions about the number of nuclear warheads on missiles, a practice
changed in New START—when the United States and Russia shared the actual number of
warheads deployed at individual bases (and allowed counting on a selected missile), and also
expanded the identifier system on missiles and streamlined inspection procedures.
The New START verification provisions also reflected a number of compromises. The carrying
capacity of heavy bombers, for instance, was ignored in favour of a system that counted each as
one warhead. Meanwhile, heavy bombers located at repair or production facilities were exempt—
as they were considered non-deployed. That the treaty set limits only on deployed strategic
warheads (and not inactive stockpiles) meant that storage sites remained outside the realm of
inspections as well. And while the treaty included limits on the number of deployed warheads and
delivery vehicles, verification covered only the reduction in the number of launchers.
The positive experience stemming from the INF and START treaties led the United States and
Russia to expand discussion beyond launchers and delivery vehicles. In the 1990s, the sides
discussed mutual inspections of dismantled warhead storage sites and agreed during preparations
for the failed START III negotiations to include “measures relating to the transparency of strategic
nuclear warhead inventories and the destruction of strategic nuclear warheads.”41 But neither
41
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came to fruition. The START cases thus underline both the sensitivity of warhead dismantlement
and the utility of alternative approaches with non-warhead related objectives.
4.2.3 Sea-based weapon systems
In addition to the withdrawal and elimination of tactical nuclear weapons deployed overseas,
President Bush, as part of the PNIs, also pledged to remove all warheads from naval ships, attack
submarines, and naval aircraft. Some of these would be eliminated, the others stored centrally.
President Gorbachev later reciprocated. 42 These were, however, political commitments that
contained no intrinsic monitoring or verification mechanisms. The only monitoring mechanism in
place was the annual declarations about the number of deployed nuclear sea-launched cruise
missiles (SLCMs) that the United States and Russia committed to provide when they signed the
START Treaty. While the treaty was in force, both sides routinely submitted declarations that
confirmed that no nuclear SLCMs were deployed at sea.43 However, this reporting mechanism did
not contain any verification measures and the exchange was discontinued when START expired in
2009. Nevertheless, this mechanism does represent a model for minimal verification (in a national
context) for future reciprocal action.44 Subsequent U.S. action to reduce its non-strategic naval
nuclear weapons have lacked even that. This has been true across different steps of the
disarmament process: from the denuclearization of its surface fleet in 1994, the withdrawal of
nuclear-armed Tomahawk land-attack cruise missiles (TLAM/N) to surface sites, and the
consequent retirement of those TLAM/Ns in 2010.45

4.3 OTHER REMOVAL SCENARIOS
Under a host of circumstances, many of the objectives associated with nuclear weapons removal
have been achieved, including the withdrawal of warheads from a territory, the elimination of
nuclear-capable weapon systems, and the destruction of nuclear infrastructure. As discussed, the
level of verification for these activities has fluctuated greatly, though as a totality past cases have
contributed to a useful toolkit that can contribute to the verification of absence. A final category
of relevant experience involves North Korea. While any removal activities currently remain
hypothetical, the longstanding crisis on the peninsula provides some insight as to the complexities
of the nuclear disarmament process, as well as the need to disaggregate the process into steps in
order to make verification more feasible—both politically and technically.
The 2005 Joint Statement of the Six-Party Talks provided momentum that brought verification to
forefront of the agenda. In July 2008, the Heads of Delegation outlined measures that would
“include visits to facilities, review of documents, interviews with technical personnel and other
measures unanimously agreed upon”, with the IAEA to provide consultancy and assistance as
necessary. 46 Yet further discussions—meant to take place in the Working Group on
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Denuclearization—stalled after the United States circulated a discussion paper that demanded
“verification of all related information, personnel, facilities or materials”, with full access to all
materials, at any sites related to the nuclear program, or to any site upon request to confirm
absence of undeclared materials, equipment, and activities; and full access to records and
personnel.47 North Korea withdrew from all talks in April 2009.
The April 2018 Panmunjom Declaration, in which North and South Korea committed themselves to
the denuclearization of the Peninsula, has refocused attention on verification. So far, North Korea
has not committed to any verification measures. One of the most visible disarmament steps—
dismantlement of the nuclear test site at Punggye-ri—was only shown to a handful of foreign
journalists, who watched from afar. It is, however, generally accepted that denuclearization will
have to include verified dismantlement of warheads as well as elimination of weapon materials
and weapon-related infrastructure. This process could take a long time—some have suggested
that a verified denuclearization process in North Korea would take up to 15 years.48 Verified
consolidation of nuclear weapons in storage facilities could be a measure that would help prepare
their subsequent elimination.
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5 Potential practical arrangements for verifying
the absence of nuclear weapons
As detailed earlier, the range of steps linked to the removal of nuclear weapons is reasonably
broad. Accordingly, designing practical arrangements that aim to verify removal activities—by
confirming the absence of nuclear weapons—must be similarly varied, and tailored to each need.
As mentioned, the New START model in particular provides many of the tools necessary to verify
absence, and will serve as the foundation for much of the discussion to follow. It is worth
emphasizing that there is no ready verification procedure that can be utilized in every situation.
Given different types of nuclear weapons present in existing arsenals (as well as limited
information about stockpiles) it may well be necessary to develop new verification technologies.
New START tools and procedures, however, provide a basis that can guide these efforts.

5.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF A NUCLEAR WEAPON
In discussing practical arrangements, it is important to emphasize that verification procedures
would have to establish the absence of nuclear warheads or weapons, rather than components of
a nuclear charge or fissile materials. This consideration should help set certain boundaries
regarding the kinds of objects targeted by inspection activities. Specifically, this should allow
inspectors to make general assumptions about the mass and size of inspected objects as well as
about the type of fissile material that can be present. Verification procedures would not require
any information about design of a warhead or its specific attributes, yet assumptions about this
information would help define procedures in a way that would ensure confidence in the outcome
of the inspection.
It should be possible to make a number of assumptions about nuclear weapons for the purpose of
verifying their absence. To begin, the number of different types of weapons in any arsenal is
limited, and in some cases their general characteristics are reasonably well known. For example,
the United States arsenal includes 11 warhead designs, which can be considered modifications of
seven basic weapon types. The modernization plan would further reduce that number to five
designs—three ballistic missile warheads, one gravity bomb, and an air-launched cruise missile
warhead.49 The United Kingdom has only one type of warhead, for use in its SLBMs. France is
converting its force to a structure that will include only two types of warheads, down from the
current three.50 Useful assumptions can also be made about types of weapons in other nucleararmed States, even if the information is not as readily available.
It should also be possible to make assumptions about the fissile material used in weapons.
Fundamentally, only three types of nuclear explosive devices exist. A pure fission device derives all
of its explosive energy from the fission of chain-reacting fissile material, whether plutonium or
highly enriched uranium (HEU). A boosted fission device incorporates small amounts of deuterium
and tritium that “boost” the overall yield of the explosion by speeding up the fission chain reaction
with the release of large numbers of neutrons. And a thermonuclear weapon uses one of these
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two fission explosions as a “primary” to create the conditions for the ignition of a quantity of
thermonuclear fuel that contributes significantly to the explosive yield.51 It may be possible to
assume that the weapons in active arsenals have a two-stage thermonuclear design with
plutonium-based primaries, with a smaller likelihood for HEU-based fission-only weapons. For
example, in START and New START the United States and Russia were confident in assuming that
all weapons on strategic delivery systems contain a certain amount of plutonium. Accordingly,
verification procedures relied on a gross neutron count to determine whether an object was
nuclear or non-nuclear. Had the parties expected the presence of HEU-only weapons, they would
have selected a different procedure because such weapons emit too few neutrons to be identified
as nuclear objects with these methods.52

Figure 2

Nuclear bomb “28” that was deployed by the Soviet Union between 1969 and 1980. The red protection cap on the body most
likely covers the socket for the cable that connects the bomb with the arming system on board the aircraft. A nuclear warhead of a
cruise missile is on the background. Photo: Michael Jerdev, 2015. Reproduced with permission.

The approximate size and weight of a weapon expected to be located at a specific facility can also
be estimated with some certainty. Fundamentally, a storage facility adjacent to a bomber airbase
would not be expected to contain ICBM warheads (although some storage facilities may contain
several types of warheads and bombs). Beyond that, the dimensions of most gravity bombs or
ballistic or cruise missile warheads are very well known (see, for example, Figure 2). For warheads,
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these are normally determined by the interface with the delivery system, such as a missile. Also
relevant for verifying absence, it can be assumed that warheads and bombs would be stored in a
form that does not require any on-site assembly operations, for example, as fully assembled
gravity bombs, ballistic missile re-entry vehicles, or nuclear warheads of cruise missiles. This
should provide reasonable guidance about the size of nuclear warheads relevant for most
situations.
Reliable information about the weight of nuclear weapons is more difficult to obtain. Some
sources suggest that weapons in the current U.S. arsenal have an average mass of a few hundreds
of kilograms.53 Other information suggests that the weapons could be lighter. According to a
Soviet estimate from the 1980s, the weight of the 100-kt W76 warhead deployed on U.S. Trident II
SLBM is approximately 92 kg, about 62 kg from the nuclear charge and the rest from the re-entry
vehicle body and electronics. During the Cold War, the lightest warheads deployed on Soviet
ballistic missiles were those of R-29R and R-39 SLBMs with the total weight in the range of
100−130 kg.54 Smaller and lighter weapons, for example, artillery shells or demolition munitions,
had been developed in the United States and the Soviet Union, but these have been withdrawn
from active service. Weapons of earlier generations and single-stage weapons are likely to have
less efficient designs, so they are unlikely to be significantly lighter even with smaller yields.
These numbers are only estimates, of course, and cannot be applied to all situations. It should be
noted, though, that nuclear-armed States should be able to have reasonably good understanding
of the range of possibilities they will encounter and adjust their verification procedures
accordingly. Importantly, since these procedures would be designed to confirm the absence of
weapons, development of the detection techniques would not require disclosing information
about weapon design. This means that experts from nuclear-armed States should be able to
contribute to that development without sharing any sensitive information.

5.2 NEW START VERIFICATION ARRANGEMENTS
It is possible that procedures for confirming weapons absence can be based upon existing
arrangements, including those used for the New START treaty agreed to by Russia and the United
States in 2010. Many of these arrangements were, in fact, included in the first START treaty, but
New START introduced a number of additional elements.
While New START follows many of the same definitions and counting rules to identify treatylimited items as the earlier treaty, it added inspection provisions to verify the number of warheads
deployed on land- and sea-based ballistic missiles. This was a significant advancement over old
START inspections that were only used to confirm that these missiles carried no more re-entry
vehicles than the number of warheads attributed to them. START procedures did not aim to
establish how many warheads a missile could carry or to verify the actual number of weapons
deployed.55
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New START procedures require parties to report the actual number of warheads deployed on its
ICBMs and SLBMs and the number of warheads deployed on operational launchers at each ICBM
or SLBM base. The weapons associated with heavy bombers are accounted for differently, with
parties reporting the number of deployed bombers; each is then counted as a single warhead
toward the treaty limit.
The main element of the New START verification regime is its ability to confirm the accuracy of
those declared numbers of deployed warheads. For this purpose, the treaty allows parties to
conduct up to ten inspections at ICBM, submarine, or heavy bomber bases each year. For an
inspection, the host party is required to report the number of warheads deployed on individual
launchers located at the inspected base. Inspectors then designate one launcher for inspection
and count the number of warheads deployed on the missile contained in that launcher. Because
inspected sites and launchers are randomly selected on short notice, parties have a good chance
of detecting any effort to deploy extra warheads, thereby deterring such attempts.56
Should a State choose to take all nuclear warheads off its missiles, for instance at an ICBM or
submarine base, and move them to storage, the basic New START verification arrangement can be
used, without modification, to verify that such removal has taken place. This practice, in fact,
would not be unprecedented. In the 1970s the Soviet Union removed warheads from virtually all
its UR-100/SS-11 missiles due of safety concerns when the missiles reached the end of their
service life. In the 1990s, as part of the PNIs, the United States and Russia took older ICBMs off
alert, with warheads likely taken off these missiles long before they were removed from their silos.
Similarly, all warheads deployed on ICBMs located in Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine were
transferred to Russia by November 1996, even if the process of removing missiles from silos took
considerably longer. 57 According to START accounting rules these warheads were counted as
deployed, but under New START the missile bases in those countries would have been listed as
having zero deployed warheads. Furthermore, it is also possible to imagine scenarios in which
missiles will be operationally deployed without warheads. For example, China is believed to
operate its ICBMs in this manner, and some de-alerting proposals call for the removal of warheads
from all ballistic missiles. In these cases, New START appears to provide a ready solution for
verifying the absence of warheads on ballistic missiles.
Another important element of the New START verification system is the provision that allows
inspectors to use radiation detection equipment to confirm the non-nuclear status of certain
objects.58 The treaty itself does not rely on this capability to make a distinction between nuclear
and non-nuclear warheads that can be deployed on a missile, as warheads on missiles are counted
against the treaty limit regardless of whether they are nuclear or conventional. Nevertheless, the
treaty contains a detailed description of the procedure that would allow that distinction to be
made.
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The New START annex on inspections outlines procedures to confirm the number of warheads
deployed on ICBMs and SLBMs.59 At the discretion of the inspected State, the missile can remain
in its silo, launch tube, or launcher for inspection. In some cases, preparation of the missile for
inspection requires considerable effort. For example, in order to gain access to the warhead
section of Russia’s liquid-fuel SLBMs, a fuelled missile must be removed from the launch tube and
transferred to a dedicated on-shore facility, where it can be inspected. This illustrates that even if
inspections involve complex and time consuming operations, the parties are willing to implement
them.
During the inspection, the inspecting party may request radiation measurements of an object
located in the front section of the missile or on a heavy bomber that the host party has declared to
be a non-nuclear object. The allowed measurements are taken with one neutron detector, which
simply counts the number of emitted neutrons that hit it. The treaty includes a procedure for
calibrating the detector and making sure measurements are unaffected by the natural neutron
background. Radiation from the actual object is measured with the detector placed in its vicinity—
between seven centimetres and two meters from its surface. The object is deemed non-nuclear if
the neutron count is comparable to the background.60
Technically, it might be possible for the host State to shield the inspected object, so the detector
would not register the neutron count that corresponds to a nuclear weapon. One preventive
measure implemented in New START is to prohibit placing objects removed from an aircraft in a
container. The inspected item can, however, be covered by a soft cover to protect potentially
sensitive information.
New START pre-inspection restrictions address another concern in verifying removal, which is how
to ensure that weapons are not temporarily removed from an operational base undergoing
inspection. There are three moments of crucial importance in this pre-inspection: (1) the time for
the designation of the inspection site; (2) the moment the inspection team arrives at the
inspection site; and (3) the moment that procedures of designation of weapon systems are
completed.
Once the time for the designation of an inspection site is declared, no more than one hour may
elapse at the designated ICBM base, submarine base, or air base, before certain restrictions are
implemented. These include not removing from the inspection site any item of inspection, any
containers and closed vehicles large enough to contain an item of inspection, and any covered
objects large enough to contain or be an item of inspection.61 In addition, no work may begin that
is associated with the removal of an item of inspection, the installation or removal of re-entry
vehicles or front sections of deployed ICBMs or SLBMs, or the installation or removal of
armaments on heavy bombers. No silo doors of silo launchers of ICBMs, hatches of SLBMs,
hatches of converted launchers of SLBMs, or hatches of launchers installed on cruise missile
submarines (SSGNs) may be opened that were closed at the time the pre-restrictions were
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implemented. Lastly, no ballistic missile submarines or SSGNs may be moved from within the
waters of the submarine base, nor may they be moved into a dry dock.62
The restrictions placed on the movement of items within or out of the inspected base reflect an
understanding that the item of inspection would be a rather large object, such as a missile or a
missile stage. Even though there are no specific arrangements that would allow the inspectors to
verify that no vehicle large enough to contain an inspection item has left the base after the
designated one-hour window, presumably the movement of large vehicles can be monitored by
national technical means. At the very least, the host party should expect that the base is
monitored and any attempt to remove a large object would be detected. Since nuclear warheads
are much smaller than launchers, monitoring their movement would be more difficult. However, if
the host State attempts to remove a large number of nuclear weapons from the base, this attempt
is likely to be visible through national technical means as well.63

5.3 NO DEPLOYED WEAPONS
New START procedures can be applied with almost no modification to verify the absence of
deployed nuclear weapons. They can, for example, verify that a launcher does not contain a
missile or that no bombs are loaded on an aircraft. The procedure for confirming the nuclear
nature of objects deployed on ICBMs and SLBMs can confirm the absence of a nuclear payload on
these missiles if they were only allowed to carry conventional warheads. The same procedure
could presumably be applied in verifying the absence of nuclear warheads deployed on shorterrange ballistic missiles installed in their launchers. This is also true for other weapon systems, such
as SLCMs, missile defence and air-defence interceptors or coastal defence missiles, as long as they
are deployed in launchers.64
Torpedoes on submarines or surface ships could present a challenge, as would any system that
allows one launcher to launch multiple weapons from a stock of them stored on board.65 Without
some degree of access that allows an inspection team to knowingly select a particular missile on
short notice for inspection, as is done for ICBMs and SLBMs, confidence in the absence of weapons
would not be very high. But an inspection protocol could be developed that allows for managed
access to, for instance, the torpedo compartment to select a random missile for inspection. The
New START procedures may need some modification depending on the weapon system, but there
is no reason they cannot be adapted for all of them.
Another modification of the New START procedures could involve a different radiation
measurement technology. If the inspecting side has reason to believe that the inspected party has
weapons that cannot be measured by passive neutron emission, another technique is probably
needed. Here it may be possible to use a broad range of techniques to confirm the non-nuclear
nature of an object, which could be rather aggressive when necessary. For the purposes of the
subsequent discussion we will assume that inspectors have the capability to determine whether
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an inspected object is non-nuclear and could be operationally deployed with any of the weapon
systems at the inspected base.

5.4 ABSENCE OF WEAPONS IN A STORAGE FACILITY
As discussed, New START only allows the inspection of warheads that are mated to delivery
vehicles and deployed in their launchers. Modifying its procedures to confirm that no warheads
are deployed on any delivery vehicle is therefore insufficient to cover the full range of scenarios.
Even in the case of ICBMs, detached warheads could be stored in a base-level facility.66 In fact, in
most circumstances—including for bombers and all other non-strategic systems—there exists a
separate facility, vault, or something similar that contains weapons capable of being deployed. To
some extent, the weapons stock on a ship presents the same problem.
Confirming the absence of weapons on a certain base then requires the inspection of these
storage facilities as well. Once again, New START procedures could be adapted for this purpose,
and used to confirm that no non-deployed warheads are hidden in the room requiring inspection.
At an operational base, such rooms would be those holding bombs or warheads that are held in
reserve to be deployed on delivery vehicles—for example, warheads for SLCMs or short-range
ballistic missiles. It is also possible that the base-level storage would contain armed delivery
vehicles, such as cruise or ballistic missiles with warheads. Granting an inspection team access to
these facilities through some measure of managed access may be necessary.
One obvious aspect of this inspection arrangement would be confirming that nuclear warheads
are not present inside objects large enough to contain them, and the cooperative process we
assume here should facilitate this. That is, any State aiming to assure another that it does not
possess nuclear warheads should not complicate this judgement by leaving open the possibility
that it is concealing nuclear warheads in containers able to hide them. As discussed earlier,
inspectors would generally have a good understanding of the types of warheads that can be
stored at a particular facility.
Visual inspection may be sufficient in some cases if no objects large enough to contain warheads
that the inspected State was known to possess are found. If these warheads are known to contain
plutonium, existing New START radiation detection procedures should also allow to verify the nonnuclear nature of objects.
As discussed earlier, in those cases when the parties have a reasonable expectation of nonplutonium weapons to be present, a different inspection procedure may have to be developed.
Given that inspections are never supposed to encounter a nuclear object, this procedure can
involve rather intrusive methods. These could include, for example, the use of active interrogation
techniques currently under investigation, involving the utilization of neutron and gamma ray
sources to confirm the nuclear nature of objects.67
Of further reassurance may be the pre-inspection restrictions discussed earlier, specifically the
allowable one-hour window that prohibits the movement of items of inspection. In New START,
such items at ICBM or submarine bases include missiles or anything covering or containing objects
large enough to be a missile. Yet the possibility remains that something as small as a warhead
could be smuggled out. An agreement could be reached that the movement of all objects would
66
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stop upon arrival of inspectors at the base—similar to missiles under new START—but even then a
violation is possible. Still, such activity would have to occur prior to every inspection, increasing
the chances that it would be observed at some future time by inspectors. Confidence in using
national technical means to observe this activity may also be high, and this capability would very
likely deter any smuggling attempt if it were also anticipated by the inspected State.
The focus on storage facilities presumes the lack of an off-base facility that exists to support longterm nuclear weapons deployment. While the transport of warheads to a temporary location (e.g.
a forest, tent, or storage area away from the base) is possible, maintaining a facility to support the
long-term deployment away from a military base would come with significant challenges and a
high chance of being discovered over time.

5.5 INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT
After verifying the absence of weapons on delivery vehicles and at storage facilities, confirming
that no infrastructure is present to support their long-term deployment is the next challenge. The
absence of this infrastructure would provide high confidence that weapons are not being
temporarily smuggled from the base or to another area of the base inaccessible to inspectors.
Because nuclear weapons are dangerous and potentially very valuable, there are certain systems
that a State would want to have in place to support long-term deployment regardless of whether
they are party to any treaty to limit them. The challenges of providing this support will likely
accumulate if a State does this covertly while agreeing to a cooperative process to assure other
States of their absence, as considered here.
For instance, diversion of warheads to avoid discovery by an inspecting State would likely create
records associated with that movement, with a limited number of people informed about the
purpose of the covert stockpile. Poor recordkeeping would jeopardize accountability over the
stockpile—the severity of consequences for the State if one of its nuclear weapons went missing
and was used would be incalculable.68 Infrastructure to handle off-base deployment includes a
workforce to handle nuclear weapons in an operational military context; the lack thereof would
suggest a level of negligence that would increase the chances of an accident (or provides evidence
that nuclear weapons are absent). The State would also have to provide security, surveillance, and
maintenance for the stockpile, as well as the ability to mate warheads to delivery vehicles.69 These
challenges reflect the assumption made in the previous section that no off-base facility to support
the long-term deployment of nuclear weapons is likely to exist.
On bases accessible to inspectors, there are various signs of long-term deployment linked to the
facility itself. One indication may be the existence of a security perimeter that would surround the
warhead storage facilities. Another is the presence of military units that are trained and certified
to handle nuclear weapons. Although the presence of personnel or of the physical security
infrastructure does not prove that the nuclear weapons are deployed at a certain base, if strongly
fortified barriers with hardened doors and windows, locks and keys to control access, perimeter
fences, etc., were found, this suggests a desire to protect access to something considered
extremely important. If such signs were then discovered alongside other indications tailored to
meet the security needs of nuclear weapons intended for possible deployment, for example,
particular monitoring and detection systems, alarm systems, or electronic access control, evidence
could mount that the needed infrastructure does exist. It should also be noted that these systems
68
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deployed by different States have many common features. For example, U.S. Cooperative Threat
Reduction (CTR) Program (known as the Nunn-Lugar program) provided the necessary equipment
to many nuclear sites in Russia, including nuclear warhead and nuclear material storage sites run
by the Russian Navy, and warhead storage sites run by Russia’s Strategic Rocket Forces and the
12th Main Directorate, a branch of the Russian Ministry of Defence responsible for warhead
security and maintenance.70
These U.S.-Russia cooperative efforts in nuclear security provide important details for verifying the
absence of infrastructure to support the long-term deployment of nuclear weapons, and can be
useful for inspecting States—who presumably know what their own nuclear weapons require—in
making judgments about what those of other States require. The periodic maintenance that
nuclear weapons require, likely due to their specific fissile material and weaponization aspects,
suggest that they cannot simply be transported to a clandestine location permanently without
substantial support infrastructure following them. This potentially includes specific types of
maintenance, transport, and associated equipment, as well as a particular climate control system
over time in order for them to be deployed for possible use. Whether certain aspects of the CTR
program may need to be broadened and made more transparent to provide assurance that no
supporting infrastructure for long-term deployment exists, this cooperative process may provide a
good basis for building the confidence necessary to confirm it.

5.6 CONVERSION OF NUCLEAR-CAPABLE WEAPON SYSTEMS
Confirming that weapon systems are not capable of deploying nuclear weapons is another
element in verifying the absence of deployed weapons. This approach would become possible if
there is a conversion process that is verifiable and considered irreversible to an inspecting State.
The New START process for converting a heavy bomber equipped for nuclear armaments to one
equipped for non-nuclear armaments is outlined in the treaty’s Protocol. The process may be
carried out using any of the following procedures: “(a) All weapons bays and all external
attachments for pylons shall be modified so as to render them incapable of employing nuclear
armaments; (b) All internal and external launcher assemblies shall be modified so as to render
them incapable of employing nuclear armaments; or (c) Other procedures that are developed by
the Party carrying out the conversion.”71 After completing the conversion, the bomber must be
moved to the viewing site at the same facility, and the inspecting party has 30 days to conduct an
inspection and verify that these procedures have been completed.72
Similar provisions for conversion of heavy bombers were included in the START treaty as well. The
United States used these procedures to convert all its B-1B bombers to non-nuclear missions,
which allowed it to exclude all aircraft of this type as well as their bases from the treaty limits.
Specific procedures implemented by the United States included two steps that were described by
the U.S. Air Force as follows:73
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•

•

During the first step a metal cylindrical sleeve was welded into the aft attachment point of
each set of B-1 pylon attachments. This prevented installing B-1 Air Launched Cruise Missile
pylons.
During the second step two nuclear armament-unique cable connectors in each of the B-1
weapons bays were removed. This prevented the pre-arm signal from reaching the
weapons.

Under New START, the United States also converted a portion of its B-52 bomber fleet to
conventional-only capabilities, presumably using a similar procedure.74 By 2018, the United States
had used this option to convert 41 of its B-52 bombers, with 42 aircraft of this type remaining
accountable under New START.75
One problem with the conversion procedure is that even if it can be done in a verifiable way, in
most cases the conversion is reversible. Indeed, in New START Russia expressed concerns about
the manner in which the United States implemented the conversion of its heavy bombers (as well
as SLBM launchers).76 It might in fact be difficult to come up with a technical procedure that would
guarantee irreversible denuclearization of any specific weapon system. However, if conversion is
accompanied by other measures, such as removal of weapons from the operational base, it should
be possible to achieve fairly high confidence in the absence of nuclear capability in most cases.
Another example of an arrangement that verified the absence of nuclear-capable weapon systems
at a certain base was an agreement involving aircraft deployed at the Sevastopol base that Russia
leased from Ukraine. A condition of the lease was that all aircraft deployed there had to be nonnuclear.77 To verify the absence of nuclear-capable aircraft, the parties developed a procedure
that allowed Ukraine to inspect Su-24 aircraft based in Sevastopol. According to a protocol of an
inspection published in the Ukrainian press (Figure 3), the procedure involved visual inspection of
the aircraft as well as checks of the seals that presumably prevent installation of essential arming
equipment. It was also suggested that inspectors had access to the armament depot at the base.78
The Russia-Ukraine agreement provides an example of a cooperatively developed and
implemented procedure to verify the absence of the nuclear capability of a class of weapon
systems.
These examples suggest that verifying the absence of nuclear capability of aircraft, whether
strategic or non-strategic, has been demonstrated in practice. It is not clear, however, whether the
same approach would be possible for ballistic or cruise missiles. It may well be that for missiles
verification for such conversion is impossible. At the same time, knowledge about the arming,
safing, and fuzing functions of nuclear weapons may allow for some meaningful measures.
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Figure 3

A protocol of an inspection of Su-24 aircraft based at the Gvardeyskoye naval aviation base of the Black Sea Fleet of the Russian
Federation, dated 17 June 2009. The protocol, signed by the Russian and Ukrainian officials certifies that the inspection of 17
inspected Su-24 aircraft “did not discovered features that would allow them to use nuclear armaments.” Source: “Обновление ЧФ
РФ: Есть неудобные вопросы [Modernization of the Black Sea Fleet: There are some inconvenient questions].” Bagnet.org,
October 26, 2010. http://www.bagnet.org/news/ukraine/77563. Reproduced with permission.
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6 Conclusions
One conclusion of this study is that the approach to disarmament that relies on verifying the
absence of nuclear weapons, whether on a territory or on a class of weapon systems, should have
a place in the nuclear disarmament toolbox.
Verifying the absence should not be considered a substitute for a more comprehensive nuclear
disarmament steps, such as elimination of weapon systems and dismantlement of warheads.
However, it could be a highly significant intermediate step in that process and could provide a
viable path to reductions of nuclear arsenals.
In most cases, removal of weapons can be done in a verifiable way and a combination of different
measures could provide a high degree of certainty in the absence of weapons. At the same time,
further research is required to explore technical methods that could increase confidence in the
verification.
The existing New START arrangements could provide a strong foundation for the verification
procedures that would confirm the absence of weapons in a range of situations. However, these
procedures may have to be adapted to different scenarios.
Verification of the absence of nuclear weapons can be introduced gradually and applied
provisionally in a number of scenarios as a transparency and confidence-building measure. For
example, some European States could choose to demonstrate the absence of nuclear weapons on
their territory. South Korea and the United States can implement some of these measures to
improve the prospects for the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula. Signatories to the TPNW
can also consider implementing some of the verification provisions described here to demonstrate
the absence of weapons on their territories.
It is also possible that the removal of nuclear weapons and associated verification measures will
become part of legally binding arrangements, such as zero-deployed non-strategic nuclear
weapons in Europe or an arrangement that would prohibit nuclear-armed cruise missiles.
To sum up, implemented separately or, as it is more likely, in combination with other arms control
and disarmament measures, verified removal of nuclear weapons could help reduce the role of
nuclear weapons in international security and facilitate nuclear disarmament.
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Evidence of absence:
Verifying the removal of
nuclear weapons
Credible, reliable, and accurate verification techniques and
arrangements are an essential element of the nuclear disarmament
process. This study outlines a possible arrangement for verifying the
removal of nuclear warheads from delivery vehicles or launchers, and
the withdrawal of nuclear bombs and warheads from States,
territories or operational military bases. These activities, which have
long been conducted as a part of nuclear arms control and
disarmament measures, are meaningful steps that can pave the way
for the elimination of nuclear warheads—the end stage of nuclear
disarmament. An agreed procedure that allows the removal of
nuclear weapons to be verified would be a valuable additional
disarmament tool and may help create conditions for more
comprehensive disarmament measures.

